THE BLUETOOTH SWITCH
The ideal accessory to the LONEALERT App. The bluetooth device
uses low energy technology which is easy to set up, robust and reliable
in tough environments, and has an extremely low power consumption.

How it works
The diverse range of lone worker environments means
a growing demand for lone worker devices, apps and
accessories. The Bluetooth Switch is a discreet, wearable and lightweight Bluetooth button that is easy to set
up and can be worn as a watch, around your neck, as a
keyring or in your pocket.
Using Bluetooth Low Power Smart technology, the Bluetooth Switch connects to the LONEALERT Access App.
A simple press of the Bluetooth Switch will raise an alarm
in the LONEALERT O.W.L. and open an audio channel to
our dedicated response team.
If you don’t use our response team, LONEALERT will initiate the calls, SMS and email notifications that you have
designated as part of your response.

The Bluetooth Switch uses Bluetooth SMART
technology that:
- Gives your loneworkers extra protection
alongside the LONEALERT App.

- Allows lone workers to carry out their daily job
role with added peace of mind, whatever their
environment.
- Maximises productivity, therefore increasing
efficiency.
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Supports Android and iOs
devices with Bluetooth 4.
For security we recommend using latest version
of operating systems and
nothing older than Android
28 or iOS 7

All the features you need to give
your lone workers added
protection via the LONEALERT app

Bluetooth Connection

IP67 RATED
Waterproof
Protection against the effects of
the immersion in water between
15cm and 1m for 30 minutes

Dustproof
Dust tight. No ingress of dust

FALL DETECTION

Turn on fall detection to enable the alert to be
sent automatically after a 60 second countdown.
The fall detection feature enables the device to
automically send an alert if you fall. This feature
is fully customisable. For example, the duration of
the countdown can be changed or even turned
off depending on your requirements.

DISCREET & LIGHTWEIGHT
The bluetooth device is the size
of a poker chip - weighing only
8 grams, 32mm wide and 10mm
thick, it can be worn as a wrist
strap, pendant or clipped on
your belt.

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE
This device is fully customisable. For example,
the duration of the countdown can be changed to
30, 90, 120 seconds or even turned off depending on your requirements. The device can also
be set to VIBRATE for panic and alerts.

How far can the signal stretch?
The bluetooth button must be
in range of your smartphone to
operate

It has a wireless range of up to
75 feet indoor or up to 300 feet
outdoor using Bluetooth 4.

*NB If the device travels out of range from your phone, both devices will
receive an audio notification

For more information about Bluetooth Switch
Contact your Account Manager or call 0330 999 8484
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